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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING VIA FACEBOOK IN
TURKISH TELEVISION CHANNELS
Mihalis KUYUCU
Istanbul Aydin University, Faculty of Communication
Özet: Son yıllarda ciddi bir büyüme yaşayan sosyal medya bütün endüstrilerin yenilemesine neden olmuştur. İletişime yeni ufuklar katan sosyal medya pazarlama iletişimini de etkilemiştir. Pazarlama iletişimi
pek çok evreden geçmiştir. Sosyal medya bu evreler içinde pazarlama iletişimini en fazla etkileyen evre
olmuştur. Tüketicinin ön planda olduğu sosyal medyada tüketici daha da güçlenmiştir. Bu çalışmada medya
endüstrisinde sosyal medya pazarlamasının etkileri üzerine bir araştırma yapılmıştır. Araştırmanın amacı
televizyon kanallarının sosyal medya ağı Facebook’u bir pazarlama mecrası olarak görüp görmediğini
tespit etmek ve sosyal medya pazarlamasında Facebook’u nasıl kullandığına yönelik bir analiz yapmaktır.
Bu kapsamda Türkiye’nin en çok izlenen on beş televizyon kanalının Facebook sayfaları üç aylık bir
incelemeye alınmıştır. Nitel bir çalışma olan bu araştırmada on beş televizyon kanalının 1 Ocak – 31
Mart 2014 tarihleri arasında paylaştığı iletiler ile ilgili içerik analizi yapılmış ve televizyon kanallarının
Facebook aracılığı ile sosyal medya pazarlamasını nasıl kullandığı konusu ile ilgili saptama yapılmıştır.
Çalışmanın sonunda Türkiye’de faaliyet gösteren televizyon işletmelerinin Facebook aracılığı ile daha
çok içerik pazarlaması yaptığı ve sosyal medyayı daha çok içerik pazarlamasında aktif olarak kullandığı
tespit edilmiştir. Yapılan analizde televizyon kanallarının Facebook aracılığı ile 11 farklı biçimde içerik
pazarlaması yaptığı tespit edilmiştir. Araştırmada ayrıca Facebook’un televizyon kanallarının içeriklerini
pazarlamasında sağladığı avantajlar üzerinde durulmuştur. Çalışmada geleneksel medyanın iki temel
sebepten dolayı sosyal medya pazarlamasını kullanmak zorunda olduğu belirtilmiştir. Bunların birincisi;
geleneksel medya yeni kuşaklarda güçlenen bir mecra olan sosyal medyada var olmak istiyorsa sosyal
medya pazarlamasını etkin kullanmak zorundadır. İkincisi, geleneksel medya pazarında faaliyet gösteren
işletmeler kendi aralarındaki rekabette avantaj elde etmek için sosyal medya pazarlamasından faydalanmak zorundadırlar.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Facebook, Televizyon, Sosyal Medya, Pazarlama, Sosyal Medya Pazarlaması,
İletişim Pazarlaması
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ANALYSIS OF CONSUMER BEHAVIORS AND A MODEL
APPLICATION ON ISTANBUL ISTIKLAL STREET
Abstract: Social media which has a great growth in the recent years had caused to renew of the whole
industries. In that fact social media which adds new horizons to the communication also affected the marketing communication. Marketing communication had passed from many stages in the period of traditional
marketing. The social media was the most affecting stage affecting marketing communication at most. In
the social media which the consumer is in the foreground became stronger. In this study, it’s researched
the effect of the social media marketing in the media industry. The aim of the study is to find out both
whether the television channels see the Facebook as a marketing channel or not and how the television
channels use Facebook in their social media marketing activities. Within this scope, the Facebook pages
of the most watched fifteen television channels of Turkey had been examined for three months. In this
qualitative research, a content analysis had been done to the Facebook messages of these fifteen television
channels which they shared between the dates of 1st of January, 2014 and 31st of March, 2014. Also an
analysis of the way of television channels use social media marketing via Facebook had been done. At the
end of the research, it was confirmed that the television companies which are active in Turkey, do more
content marketing than coporate marketing via Facebook and they also use Facebook more actively for
the marketing of their content. The analysis showed that TV channels use frequently 11 ways for their
content marketing via Facebook. The research also underlined the advantages of Facebook in the marketing of the content on television companies. The paper indicated that the traditional media has to use
the social media marketing for two main reasons: First, if traditional media wants to survive in the social
media world which has a great power in the new generations has to use social media marketing efficient.
Second, the companies which are active in traditional media market have to use social media marketing
in order to get a competitive advantage in their competition with each other.
Key Words: Facebook, Television, Social Media, Marketing, Social Media Marketing, Marketing
Communication
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INTRODUCTION
Developments which happened in the communal
living also affected the marketing industry. The
consumption which increased with the proliferation of free market economy had caused a high
competition between the producers. Producers had
to give more importance to marketing activities
because of the increasing competition.
Marketing science showed a change in its historical adventure, especially depending on the
communication technologies. Every developing
technology also affected the communication and
it had caused to develop new communication
models with the consumer of the brands. In these,
the technology which affected the marketing most
is the internet, it also caused to come up a new
kind of media. The internet radically affected the
marketing activities which had been done in the
traditional media and it had caused to come up
a new kind of marketing. Developments in the
Web 2.0 technologies and the proliferation of
the social media had effected to advance of the
marketing science. The changes in the internet
in 1990’s, and the developments in social media
in 2000’s also caused two concepts to be more
popular: “the internet marketing” and “the social
media marketing”.
While marketing science has such kind of changes,
there was a raise in the sectors which wanted to
profit by marketing science. Neo-liberal economic model which especially became popular
during 1980’s in the world and the political
and social changes such as Eastern Bloc which
was destroyed in 1990’s has caused to born and
improve new industries. One of these industries
was the media industry. With the proliferation
142

of the liberal economy, media became private
by getting out from government supervision and
control. Media companies with private equity
had increased numerically and these media companies became rivals. While media companies
were competing among, the social media which
became widespread in 2000’s has caused to use
internet marketing and social media marketing.
Today, while the media companies are competing among they profit by the internet and social
media marketing and they tell about themselves
with these marketing services to their audience.
In this study, it’s tried to found out answers of
how the television medium, which is one of the
most important channel of the traditional media,
use Facebook as a marketing tool in Turkey.
Within this scope, the questions of the research
are like that:
1. From traditional media to social media “ the
change of the marketing science”
2. How media make use of the internet marketing
and social media marketing?
3. How the television channels in Turkey use
Facebook which is the most used social media
network of the world?
4. How Facebook affect the marketing activities
of television channels? What kind of contribution does Facebook make in the media?
1. FROM TRADITIONAL TO SOCIAL
MEDIA MARKETING
Marketing means a period which enables to reach
the company targets, improving, rating, promotion
and dispersal of the services and thoughts which
satisfy the needs. (Mucuk, 2004: 5). According to
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Kırım, it was identified as increasing the product,
service and brand, and also spending money on
activities which provide buy more and frequently
for customer. (2001: 5)

of the fast production, distribution and sell of

Marketing is a notion which is developing with
the human needs. Therefore, marketing of the
product and service is changing and developing
correspondingly the change of the humanity, life
conditions that they catch and the opportunities
that the technology provide. Developments in
economic, technologic and cultural areas shape the
main features of marketing. Especially industrial
revolution, economic crisis which happened in
1929, world wars, technological improvements
and globalization have influence on these events.
As a result of the social and technological changes, there are also changes in industries. These
effected marketing also. When considered from
this point of view, marketing had a three main
terms.In the first term of marketing, simple and
face to face communication underwent a change
with the invention of money. Following economic crisis on 1929, the communication function
started to use conspiratorially in marketing with
the accelerating advertisement works. After 2nd
World War, the classic marketing era started and
the notion of communication entered to the area
of advertisement, public relations, personal selling
and direct marketing.

about marketing improved intended to marketing.

the products, marketing started to be a problem.
After the 2nd World War, with the production of
consumption goods, the approaches which were
The producers had the whole power in that time.
The main marketing approaches in that time can
be summarized like that: (Bozkurt, 2000: 20)
- I sell whatever I produce.
- I sell wherever I produce.
- I sell how much I produce.
- I sell to which price I present.
- I sell in which conditions I produce.
- I sell whenever I produce.
While the supply side of the production was
considering importance, the required important
was not given to the producers.
From 1930’s business managers started to see
that the consumers went towards to different
ways. Especially, they thought that it will be more
profitable to sell the more productive products to
the consumers. The most typical characteristic of
this term is the income of the consumers increase
slowly, showing up a request for differentiated
products, intensifiying of the competition and

Understanding of classic marketing which gained importance after 1920 and the subject of
production and sell are at the forefront called as
traditional marketing. (Alabay, 2010: 214). In
this period, production was no longer a problem
with become widespreading of mass communication in the developing countries. As a result

expanding of the distribution channels.
At this time, the product of the companies produced put up for sale. Short-term profit was aimed.
Present promotion tools was enough for leading
generation. Alabay summarized the developing
stages of marketing: (2010:215):
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Table 1: Development Process of Marketing
Production

Sale

Marketing

Modern Marketing

Offer˂Demand

Offer=Demand

Offer>Demand

Offer is much bigger than
demand.

It is important to
produce much.

Term after 1930

Power of the advertisement
and sale is not enough to sale
the produced.

Especially the term after 1990.

There is a marketing
department.

Aim is the identifiy the demands
of the cutomers and provide
satisfaction.

Component is high.

The whole section of the
management work coordinated.

Needs of the
consumers ignored.

There is not
any marketing
department.

Sale increasing
efforts via printed
sale and deceptive
advertising

Production is not
important, sale is
important.
Integrated marketing.

There is no
competition.
Consumer orianted.
Sale is not
important, the
production is
important.
Until 1930

Long-term profit.
Novelty seeking because of the
compenent.
Marketing oriented management
understanding.

After 1960’s understanding of modern marketing

(Göksel and Baytekin, 2005: 8). Marketing Notion

started to run. With this stage, the term of classic

carried to different channel with the internet which

marketing which based on production, product and

especially spreading after 1990’s.

sell shut down, a term which focused on customer
oriented perspective started to live. With the un-

INTERNET MARKETING

derstanding of modern marketing, they entered to

Developments in the new media and the spre-

a stage which the customers’ wishes considered.

ading of the internet caused to improve of the
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marketing science. The products and services
started to introduce via internet as a result of the
internet penetration’s increase. They added internet marketing notion to the traditional marketing
notion with the spreading of the internet channel.

There are 6 specifications differentiating marke-

Internet, having a significant place in our lives,
has become an irreplaceable marketing tool in
terms of both the customers and the enterprises.
Internet has started to function as a new communication and distribution channel and a new
media environment especially with the commercial
use of internet. This structure has created a new
business climate and culture and a new rules
index with its unique operation. Reaching to the
markets which were not penetrated until now
suddenly became very easy, intracompany and
intercompany communications became cheaper
and simpler. Sharing of information and documents
increased due to such a cheap and easy realization
of communication (Taşoğlu, 2009: 125).

mation request is initiated by the customer.

ting communication by means of internet from
traditional marketing communication. These are:
(Taşoğlu, 2009: 126-127)
• Interactivity: It communication and inforBesides, by this means the enterprise can
receive direct response from the customer.
Therefore, it can draw intense attention of the
customer examining the webpage.
• Intelligence: It is possible to gather detailed
intelligence about the customer on the internet
environment by means of various surveys,
forums etc.
• Individualization: While the message intended to be communicated is sent to a mass
in traditional media, it is possible to send the
message intended to be communicated by
marketing, privately on the internet.

Internet marketing arose as a significant alternative
to traditional marketing methods. It is the general
name of marketing activities performed in the
field that is growing rapidly as a virtual or direct
trading tool from the beginning of the 1990’s.
Development of the Web with fast expansion of
computer and internet use has contributed significantly to the development of internet marketing.
Internet marketing can be both carried out directly
to the consumers and intended at the enterprises
(Torlak, 2000: 57).

• Integration: There are significant opportunities
lying ahead of integrated marketing communication by way of internet. Internet has the
characteristics of a tool supplementing all
marketing communication works carried out
by the enterprise to acquire new customers,
retain existing customers and offer services
to these customers.
• Industry restructuring: Internet marketing
requires reviewing subjects such as with which

It is possible to define internet marketing or webbased marketing as utilization of internet and
similar digital technologies with the intention to
realize marketing purposes and support modern
marketing concept (Taşoğlu, 2009: 125).

intermediaries and on which conditions will
work commence, what are the prices and
benefits of the products and services offered
by the competitors etc.
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• Independence of location: Internet allows
enterprises to market products and services
independent from the geographical region they
are established in and reach global markets.
Internet marketing has some advantages compared to traditional marketing methods these are
(Kırçova, 1999: 60):
In terms of Buyers;
• It has time and cost advantages such as giving
more speed to Buyers,
• Allows for product, brand, price and company
comparisons,
• Relieve buyers from bearing some costs etc.

Internet allowed for practices that made journalism
easier with elements such as fast transmission
of news and photos, forming of a discussion
platform and decrease in work hours, besides
basic factors such as giving the opportunity for
returning, allowing for details and being liberating in terms of the publisher and the consumer.
It also contributes to decrease the costs. On the
other hand it can offer significant advantages and
opportunities to the media sector with characteristics such as collect previous years’ data with
regards to news and re-use them, communicate last
minute news to the consumer, receive feedbacks
etc. (Karaduman, 2005: 146-147).

INTERNET MARKETING IN MEDIA
INDUSTRY

The technology age of today requires inventiveness
on marketing. The digital medium where sound,
image and inscription combined was preferred
because it made mutual interaction possible and
expanded rapidly. The concept of digital economy
sprang to life with the improvement of digital
Technologies and process of digitalization of
information commenced. The conveyance of
information takes place individual-based in the
virtual world materialized with the digitalization
of information. Therefore, media sector has to
keep pace with this new order and digitalize.

Media sector’s transition to digital medium first
occurred in the United States in mid-90. American
newspapers such Washington Times, New York
Times were the first newspapers to go on the
web. In Turkey ‘Aktüel’ magazine was the first
publication to broadcast on the internet medium,
followed by ‘Leman’ humor magazine. Later
‘Zaman’ newspaper became the first newspaper
to broadcast online, followed by ‘Milliyet’, ‘Hürriyet’ and ‘Sabah’ newspapers (Çakır, 2007: 138).

Internet, as a new marketing field, should consider basic rules of marketing strategy with its
advantages and disadvantages. For this reason it
is a necessity of structuring and implementing
elements of marketing mix intended for the
needs of consumers in the target market. The
image and presentation quality also comes to
mind besides characteristic specifications of the
product, when products and product quality of
traditional elements of marketing mix in digital

In terms of Sellers
• It has superiorities such as forming a database
regarding Buyers,
• Segmentation of the market according to more
realistic and valid criteria,
• Giving an opportunity to offer individualized
marketing efforts.
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des websites, Android and ios applications are
also used as support elements for the website,
with the development of computer technologies
nowadays. These applications (e-newspaper,
e-magazine etc.) are able to broadcast in the way
of paid subscription.

medium is mentioned. The most important subject
in preferring computer technology and internet
in the media sector is that the product can be
supported with images, it creates an alternative
to access different markets and offers a new
opportunity for individual access. (Fırlar and
Deniz, 2010: 319)

Media enterprises can change into an interactive structure on internet medium. This is very
important in terms of marketing activities of
media enterprises on the internet medium. This
interactive structure can demonstrate itself as
marketing, archiving, surveying by means of
e-mail, sharing in social media, forums, blogs,
fields for comments, broadcasting news from
the readers.

The product of the media sector on the internet
medium is differentiated from competitors, its
preferability increased and supported with the
applications intended at increasing the traffic of
the website. For example Web-TVs enables the
support of news on the websites with images.
Also advertisement can be placed before and
after the news videos on the Web-TVs and this
constitutes promotional activity and thus revenue
is made by the media corporation. Not only advertisements, but forms aimed at personal sales
and public relations can also be placed before
and after the videos on the Web-TVs. (Fırlar and
Deniz, 2010: 320)

Another element of interaction is that users can
enter comments about news and contents. Also
these comments can be shared in social media.
This offers media enterprises the opportunity to
market products through the social media. Apart
from these, there are forum websites regarding the
TV programs and series especially on the websites of TV stations and users can communicate
their opinions about TV series and programs to
the producers through the forum by becoming
a member of the website.

Distribution, another element of marketing mix,
is evaluated in the simplest way when considered
in terms of internet, as situations such as creating
the medium to allow entrance of readers to websites, providing entrance to domains with entry
fee by determining these domains and providing
the domain for member login for individualized
content with entry fee.

The second significant specification used by media
enterprises in internet marketing is multimedia.
Multimedia is photos, sound, animations, videos
and web-TV type of contents appearing on the
websites of media corporations. When media
sector is generally considered, especially TV
channels broadcast fragments of TV series and
programs on their websites and publicize their
products of TV series and programs. When it is
considered in terms of print media, transmission

Topics and headlines mostly takes place on the
homepage of the websites of media sector around
the world. Contents of the news are accessed by
clicking on and is viewed on a separate page.
Usually free of charge membership is required to
provide interaction and comments can be written
for news with this membership. However, besi147
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of the news with images or supporting the news
with images, which are easier for the users as
there is a risk that news will not be read, are in
question by including video news. Especially
news websites give an alert on the desktop or
phone screens of the users by means of RSS
when a fresh news is entered. This also sets an
example for marketing of the news.
Nowadays it is obvious internet which started to
developed in the 90’s and reached a wide user
group in the 2000’s and social media which
burst into the scene especially after 2004 is a
requirement and taking place in the social media
is virtually a necessity in terms of marketing
activities. Therefore, reviewing figures regarding
social media can be the best source to put forth
the importance of internet marketing. According
to the information on the “Search Engine Journal”
info graphic taking the pulse of the whole social
media (www.webrazzi.com, 03.02.2014):
• 93% of the advertisers use social media for
business purposes.
• 70% of advertisers gained customers from
Facebook and 34% from Twitter.
• The first 3 websites that brands are located in
are Facebook, Twitter and Google+. Pinterest
which has 70 million members despite being
established in 2012 can be disregarded when
compared with more popular social networks.
Despite the fast rise in the member number
of Instagram with the effect of Facebook, it
has not even come close to top three social
networks yet.
• Twitter has passed the point of 500 million
members with 554 million users. We have to
148

state that this number does not include nonactive and prohibited users.
• In 2013, 72% of all internet users are also
social media users according to rates calculated by observing registered user numbers of
social networks. The figure was 8% in 2005
and the fact that it increased 9-fold in only 8
years reveals the importance of social media.
• The preconception that only youth used social
media has lost its validity in 2012. The number
of users over the age of 45 increased by close
to 50% in 2012 according to info graphic.
• Number of Twitter users increased by 44% in
the period between June 2012-March 2013.
In this period Google+ achieved a growth of
33% and Facebook 23%.
• Facebook has 1, 15 billion, Google+ 359
million, Twitter 215 million, Instagram 150
million and Pinterest’in has 20 million users
per month.
Today internet and social media are the most suitable mediums to carry out marketing activities,
as can be seen from the above figures. Internet is
used heavily in marketing activities, due to the
fact that it has become an indispensable element
of daily life in recent years. Internet’s unique specifications and benefits it provide is revolutionary
in terms of marketing world. When internet is
observed in the context of marketing, it can be
seen that internet medium is very suitable for
publicity which is the most important element
of marketing mix. It is observed that behaviors
intended for marketing is mostly carried out
through the web, besides the use of e-mails in
marketing.
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

services which happened with using traditional
media started to be inefficiency as the former
days. Traditional media forms caused to come up
many situations which abuse the consumers trust,
because of the commercial concern and competition. Social media marketing makes an effort
to reach the customers with switching identity.
It is emphasized of its listening and answering
functions more than telling of. Instead of taking
part actively in introduce to product, providing
gain a seat for the product in network is one of
the difference of social media and classic media.
(Yayla, 2010: 61).

Social media marketing is identified as a period
that the individuals can introduce their web
sites, services or products via online channels
and which provide to communicate with many
people via traditional advertisement channels.
(Yayla, 2010: 60).
Also social media marketing is defined as increasing the visibility on the internet with using
social media sites. (Özen ve Doygun, 2013: 95).
According to another definition the social media
marketing is a new way which interrelate and
aimed to make marketing by word of mouth to
present the products, instead of one-way channel
which you talk and argue with the consumers.
(Wigmo ve Wikström, 2010: 20).

Social media has a role that intensifier the web
traffic. The visitors who constantly updated
energizers’ affect help the enrichment of the
content. Social media marketing is also a relation enhancer. While the traditional marketing is
watching its relations with the customers from
one-way channel, the social media strengthen
its customer relations with using online by word
of mouth marketing methods. We can say that
the social media is the corporate position of the
‘word of mouth’ advertisement that we named
as whisper newspaper. Before the social media,
consumers advertised the products and services
with giving informations to themselves, but today
they do this via social media.

Both social media and the Web 2.0 technologies showing up is of recent vintage. These two
interweave notions are differ from eachother
in application area. Web 2.0 is an application
substructure. The social media constitutes the
top umbrella of the communication tools which
use this substructure. Every following new Web
2.0 application substructure provided showing up
a new social media tool based on sharing. The
biggest innovation which this sharing brought is
the voices of the customers become audible for
managements.
The most important activities of the marketing
applications are communicate with the potential
consumers and maintain the awareness of them.
Nowadays social media is used commonly to
reach these aims (Barutçu and Tomaş, 2013: 7).

Social media marketing is not a period that its
activity finishes at the end of the campaign as the
traditional media works. Social media marketing
strengthen the communication such as social
networks and blogs which have subcomponent.
Social media develops a combined use method
not only with one web 2.0 application.

In consequence of the developments which happened in social media nowadays, the marketing
149
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There is no doubt that the most important change

of social media in future. (Barutçu and Tomaş,

between the social media marketing and mar-

2013: 9–10).

keting applications is the differentiation of the
communication tools. According to this, instead
of invite the consumers to the field with prepared
content, a construction which aimed to contact in
the interaction environment is dominate (Özgen
and Doymuş, 2013: 94).

Mangold and Faulds (2009:359) indicated in
their research that social media marketing and
promotion have two important functions which
related to each other. One of them is the connection of the companies with the consumers
which also the traditional marketing tools have.

Social media is a media that the connection and
dialog with the customer found as differ from
the traditional communication channels, and
the messages in the social media are delivered
sophisticatedly. According to this, the content
in the social media is constituted by consumers,

The companies with the social media marketing
can talk with the consumers with using social
media platforms which are company supported
or consumer supported such as Facebook and
blogs. The second function makes the social media
unique. This function means that the consumers

potential consumers, marketing workers and other

can communicate between each other.

many people. Social media does not mean that

One of the important subject of the social media

the expanding of the messages one-way to the

marketing is related to measurement. In social

audiences, it means that make real the mutual

media marketing, executives of marketing are

dialogs. Also, one of the most important side of

able to measure their gain or loss in marketing

the social media is these messages and dialogues

services and also they are able to see how much

will be accessibility and searchable by the users

their campaign succeded.

Table 2. Regulated Measurements for Main Social Media Applications According to Social
Media Aims
Social Media
Platform

Blogs

Familiarness of the
Brand

Brand Loyalty

Word of Mouth
Communication

Number of the unique
visitor

Number of Members

Number of Like

Number of the unique
rotation visitor

Number of the Comment

Sending reference in
other media

Number of Markin

Amount of the created content

Number of Reblog

Ordering of Calling

Average number of days staying on
the website
Number of Voting, Competition or
survey response
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Microblogging
Twitter

Tweet numbers which is
about the trend

Follower Numbers

Value of the Tweet

@ Numbers of Answering

Number of the Tweet
Response

Follower Numbers
Do it Yourself

Forums, board
of debating,
google groups

Evalutions of
the Products

Number of Tagging

Follower Numbers

Number of addition
tagger

Number of the
Displayed Pages

Number of the Related Topic

Tagged on social Marking
Website

Number of the Visitors

Number of the Answers

Quotation Numbers in
Other Websites

Value of the Sending
Content

Number of Registiration

Related Links

Evaluation Number of
Sending

Lenght of the Critics

Numbers of the Sending
Critics

Value of the criticism

Relation of the Critics

Value of the Critics

Number and Evaluation
of the ansewering fort he
critics

Rating of the Critics which Other
Users Like

Number of the Website
Visitors

Product Junction
Number to the Users
Lİst

Total Mark For Critics

Number and Value of
Other Users Answers for
Critics

Average Critic Marks Scores

Social
Networks

Member, Numbers of
Fan

Numbers of Comment

Frequence of pageviews
on Their Friends Timelin

Arrangement Numbers
of Application

Months of Active User

Post Numbers

Effect Number

Content Numbers of the Users
Created

Sharing and Post Number
Response for Friend
Suggestion

Signal Number
Critics Mark Number
and Value

Measurements for Using
Apllications
Rate of Activity

Video and
Photograph
Sharing

Number of displaying
Video/Photograph

Reponse Number

Like Number

Marking Value of Video/
Photograph

Number of Page view

Page View Number on
Other Media or as Offline

Critics Number

Coming Link Number

Member Number

Source: Barutçu and Tomaş, 2013: 16–17
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Table 3: The Differences between Traditional Marketing and Social Media Marketing
Component

Traditional Marketing

Social Media Marketing

Understanding of
Marketing

It is a one way, unilateral communication

Feeding relations and dialogs, gain trust,
create credibility

Value of Trend

It is important to remember the trend

Value of the trend is identified by the
customers.

Classification

Customer groups according to
demographics

Customer groups according to relevance,
attitude. İt is at the forefront that what is
important for customers.

Targeting

Targeting according to demographic,
especially media buying.

Targeting according to customer attitude.

Communication

A message that created and transmitted
hardly for assimilation of customers in
radio – television channels

Digital environment which helps for
interactive communication via dialog,
customer comments and search.

Content

A potential content which created and
controlled by marketing expert

A mixed content which increasingly
visualised, professional and user created

Being Viral

A populer content which guided via
effective presentation

It is based on a trustful content or the
feauters which provide to send e-mail or
speaking of people

Opinion
Leadership

It is created by the expert

Users opine and vote everything

Role of the
Publisher

Publisher establish the channel and S/
he checks the content with gathering
audience for the channels or advertiser
who is sponsor for programmes.

Via being sponsor for content(not checking
the content) contact with the customers and
whenever, wherever the customers want
getting in touch

Source: Akar, 2002: 31-32
Traditional marketing follow the process that
prefer to concentrate on the audience that it
aimed and thus the classification activities are
done with a great punctiliously. In this period
techniques such as fieldworks, focus groups and
face to face meetings which are inconvenient and
costly are used. (Yayla, 2010: 62). But social
media marketing do not enter in such kind of
costly and inconvenient application, because in
here the customer give the whole informations
to the service and product owner.
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For traditional marketing approach, it uses the
marketing mix for achieve its goal in the target
market. Marketing mix product which was
propounded by James Culliton, reformed by
Neil Borden, entered to the literature by Jerome
McCarthy consist of the efforts of price, distribution and promotion. (Kotler and Killer, 2006:11).
But in social media, marketing happens around
promotion in generally. The promotion activity
which comprises the whole efforts of advertisement, public relations, sales promotion constitutes
all the marketing activity in social media in the
sense of companies. (Hartline,2008:191).
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Figure1: Customer Communication in the Traditional Media Marketing and Social Media
Marketing
The media companies also saw the importance
of using internet in marketing services and they
started to use the social media actively. Media
sector Twitter report which was related to 18 –
24th of February propounded the effects of the
media companies on social media with statistics,
dealing with the news focused broadcasting
newspaper, television, news agency and websites.
(http://www.bodemay.com/medya-sektoru-twitterraporu).According to this research which more
than 60 broadcasting companies one week Twitter performance evaluated, the most mentioned
newspaper in Twitter was Hurriyet Newspaper.
The most mentioned news channel was NTV.
The heading company in the news agency was
Anadolu Agency which prominent with using
social media actively recently. Ensonhaber.com
was the pioneer between the news websites.
When we look in the sense of sport newspaper,
the Fanatik News was the leader.

Source: http://www.socialquickstarter.com/
content/7-traditional_vs_social_media_marketing , 16.05.2014)
Historically, the best that could be done after
turning a prospect into a customer was to provide
a great customer experience and just hope they
come back to buy more—and bring their friends
with them. But technology, namely social media
and email, has changed the game. With low-cost
and easy-to-use tools like social media and email,
company no longer have to hope that customers
come back and bring their friends with them.
With social media company can reach out to
existing customers to remind them to come back,
and make word-of-mouth as easy as clicking the
share, like, or tweet buttons.
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING AND
MEDIA INDUSTRY

When we look the ordering of the news links
which Twitter users shared, the first one was
Hurriyet Newspaper with 28.094 shares. The news
channel whose link shared most was CNN Turk
with 9.308 shares. The news agency whose links
shared most was Ihlas News agency, the news
website whose links shared most was haber7.

Media companies have to care with the marketing services as a mercantile establishment. The
internet which started to improve since 1990’s,
reached extensive user audience in 2000’s and
growing especially after 2004 compulsory in
social media marketing services.
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com with 5.569 shares. In sport media, the most
shared link was Acık Mert Korkusuz newspaper
with 1138 shares.

had the most followers, Anadolu agency was the

Among news-focused media companies, NTV
had the most followers. CNN Turk and Hurriyet
follow NTV which got 19.000 new followers in
the stated dates. Although Cihan news agency

followers in the websites, Star Newspaper had a

first whose followers increase most in the stated
dates. While samanyoluhaber.com had the most
decline in its follower number. It is seen on the
below table that the mention orders of the media
establishments, link sharing and follower numbers.

Table 4: The Media Companies which got more than 1000 mentions (Top 10)
Broadcasting Corporation

Twitter Account

Mention Number

Hürriyet

@hurriyet

NTV

@ntv

Milliyet

@milliyetcomtr

5,022

Radikal

@radikal

4,873

Anadolu Ajansı

@anadoluajansi

4,576

Zaman

@zamancomtr

4,412

CNN TÜRK

@cnnturkcom

3,692

24 TV

@yirmidorttv

3,87

Habertürk

@haberturk

3,453

Fanatik

@fanatikcomtr

3,351

14,141
5,38

Source: Medya Industry Twitter Report, http://www.bodemay.com/medya-sektoru-twitter-raporu, (30.04.2014)

Source: Medya Industry Twitter Report, http://
www.bodemay.com/medya-sektoru-twitter-raporu,
(15.04.2014)

Table 5: The Media Compaines whose
Links Shared more than 2000 (Top 10)
Broadcasting
Corporation
Hürriyet

hurriyetcom.tr

Sharing
Number
28094

Milliyet

milllyet.com.tr

14477

Radikal

radikal.com.tr

13426

Zaman

2aman.com.tr

10354

CNN Türk

cnnturk.com

9308

Habertürk

haberturk.com

8547

Posta

posta.com.tr

6963

Sabah

sabah.com.tr

6674

Sol
Ihlas Haber
Ajansı

haber.sol.org.tr

6204

iha.com.tr

6002

Website

When people started to use social media more to
get news, media companies started to use social
media more actively. Within that period, the
contents and actuality of the media companies
in the social media gained importance.
When printed media market is evaluated generally,
admiration, establishment or the social media
performance of the programmes are determiner.
Top ten newspapers and magazines for Facebook
social media performance in the first quarter of
2014 are like that:
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Table 6: Facebook Performance of the Newspapers in Turkey
Facebook Fan Page

Fan

Talk about

Monthly Increase

Monthly Increase (%)

1.Fanatik

1.628.324

390.336

95.988

6,52

2.Sözcü

1.527.887

991.457

136.300

10,55

3.Yeni Şafak

1.351.722

437.743

106.898

8,95

4.Habertürk

1.300.823

41.189

94.131

8,16

992.773

685.456

86.111

10,28

5.Milliyet

Source: http://www.boomsocial.com/Facebook/Sayfa/fanatik-111977835514519, (30.05.2014)
Table 7: Facebook Performance of the Magazines in Turkey
Facebook Fan Page

Fan

Talk about

Monthly Increase

Monthly Increase (%)

1.Fanatik

1.628.324

390.336

95.988

6,52

2.Sözcü

1.527.887

991.457

136.300

10,55

3.Yeni Şafak

1.351.722

437.743

106.898

8,95

4.Habertürk

1.300.823

41.189

94.131

8,16

992.773

685.456

86.111

10,28

5.Milliyet

Source:http://www.boomsocial.com/Facebook/AltSektor/basin-yayin/dergiler (30.05.2014)
Radio medium which became integrated with the
new communication technologies also actively
use the social media platforms to communicate
with its listeners. Radios have more chance to use

social media platforms actively than televisions
and newspapers. Thanks to this, radios reach
their listeners directly. In table 9, the Facebook
performance of the radios is showed:

Table 8: Facebook Performance of the Radio Companies in Turkey
Facebook Fan Page

Fan

Talk About

Monthly Increase

Monthly Increase (%)

Kral FM

1.915.743

328.058

56.894

3,18

PowerTürk

1.417.044

12.436

22.264

1,62

Number One

1.188.728

20.208

15.576

1,36

Radyo Fenomen

444.241

12.336

19.093

4,6

Metro FM

429.552

7327

28.753

7,4

Kral Pop

410.503

2545

885

0,22

Radyo Mydonese

338.022

4033

2128

0,64

Power FM

276.910

7915

6985

2,67

Metro FM

265.561

763

1102

0,42

Lalegül FM

237.365

7634

20.185

9,66

Source: http://www.boomsocial.com/Facebook/AltSektor/basin-yayin/radyolar, (30.05.2014)
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING IN TELEVISION INDUSTRY: A RESEARCH
ON FACEBOOK USE OF TURKISH TV
COMPANIES
The Aim and the Method of the Research: In
this study, it was examined the marketing strategies of television companies on their Facebook
accounts. The sample of the study is the fifteen
terrestrial broadcasting television channels which
had the maximum reach in Turkey according to
TNS Rating Measuremants for January-March
2014. In this qualitative research, these fifteen
terrestrial broadcasting television channels’ activities on Facebook between the dates of the 1st
of January, 2014 and 31st of March, 2014 were
recorded and a content analysis of their Facebook
entries were carried out. In this study, the frequency, style and interaction of using Facebook of
television channels were examined. The television
channels which and their Facebook pages were
analysed within the scope of this research are:

Fox TV: https://www.facebook.com/FOXtelevizyonu
NTV Spor: https://www.facebook.com/ntvspor
NTV: https://www.facebook.com/NTV
CNBC-e Türkiye: https://www.facebook.com/
dogan.medya.9
TRT Haber: https://www.facebook.com/trthaber
Samanyolu TV: https://www.facebook.com/
samanyolutv
CNN Türk: https://www.facebook.com/cnnturk
Kanal 7: https://www.facebook.com/kanal7
TV8: https://www.facebook.com/TV8
Kanaltürk: https://www.facebook.com/kanalturk
TRT: https://www.facebook.com/trttv1
The Facebook pages of these television channels were observed daily. The obtained results
were analysed on a monthly basis.

Star TV: https://www.facebook.com/startv
Kanal D: https://www.facebook.com/kanald

6.2 Findings: Findings which were gathered
on the research summarized as below:

Show TV: https://www.facebook.com/showtv
ATV: https://www.facebook.com/atv
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Table 10: The Facebook Pages’ Performances of Television Channels (01-31 January, 2014)
No:

Channel Name

Fan
Number

Increasing
According to
Previous Month

Messages
Number

Like
Number

Comment
Number

1

NTV Spor

2,430,296

71,572

985

356,349

95,449

2

STARTV

2,019,456

197,804

350

444,457

21,661

3

ATV

1,496,967

77,28

162

102,579

31,736

4

Kanal D

1,455,207

200,467

703

1,012,387

53,446

5

Show TV

944,346

145,188

392

153,62

9,285

6

CNBC-E

852,457

34,017

76

18,318

1,45

7

FOX Türkiye

721,242

123,228

410

209,273

12,283

8

NTV

639,421

88,05

610

100,699

22,462

9

TRT Haber

532,81

71,477

581

153,061

21,825

10

TRT1

342,199

109,858

497

190,64

9,995

11

Samanyolu TV

154,316

25,634

1,084

65,163

3,906

12

CNN TÜRK

121,676

-140

771

3,249

2,754

13

Kanal 7

109,89

31,883

654

47,78

2,111

14

Tv8

43,517

3,87

242

3,308

581

15

Kanaltürk

43,188

2,762

361

4,821

503

Among television channels, the channel which
has the most fan on Facebook is NTV Spor which
is a thematic channel. According to December,
2013, the biggest increase in fan numbers was
in Kanal D. The most message which the television channel wrote on its Facebook page on
January was Samanyolu TV. The best liked page

channel was Kanal D. NTV Spor’s Facebook
page was the best page in interaction and the
most commented page. When the content and
interaction analysis of the Facebook pages of
television channels carried out, the pages which
had the best interaction on January, 2014 and
their contents were ranged like that:
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-New excitement of Turkey, the story of national intelligence which has never talked! KIZILELMA will be on
Wednesday night 7.50 pm on TRT1.
-Brave story of an intelligence and lovely boy. Küçük ağa is going to start on Kanal D soon!
-1600 years old basilica in İznik Lake was viewed first-time.
-Şimşek who shared twin children axcitement said I hve the happiness of having two children now

Medya Industry Twitter Report, http://www.bodemay.com/medya-sekt
Figure 3: The News which got the best interaction (January, 2014) (The Original Texts and
their English versions)
TRT Haber, Kanal D and NTV Spor had the best
interaction on the first month of the research.
The current news of these channels shared were
welcomed with care by the social media users.
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The thematic television channels shared their
contents’ summary on their Facebook pages as
a message.
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-Breaking News: Ronaldinho renewed a contract with Atletico Mineiro.
-Breaking News: Mete Duren who is the press agent of Turkish Football Federation made a comment for
Kasımpaşa – Beşiktaş match.
-Breaking News: Supreme court approved the penalties which had given because of the organization and
chicane crimes to Aziz Yıldırım.

Figure 4: Texts which got the most interaction (January, 2014) (The Original Texts and their
English versions)
When January messages of the television channels
were examined, it was seen that the most messages
shared day was Tuesday. Social media followers
of the channels mostly tried to communicate via
liking the messages. The pages which got the
“like” at the rate of 78, 5% got the comments
at the rate of 12, 8 % and sharing at the rate of
8, 8%. This data shows that the Facebook users
presented feedback about contents which channels
shared with them via “like”. The most important

property of the social media is the ranging of the
feedback from passiveness to activeness. The
most positive feedback on Facebook is liking
the message. At the next stage, user go towards
for comment and sharing the news which this
require to be more active. On the Facebook pages of television channels, it was seen that the
followers provide feedback via “like”.
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-Breaking News: Ronaldinho renewed a contract with Atletico Mineiro.
-Breaking News: Supreme court approved the penalties which had given because of the organization and
chicane crimes to Aziz Yıldırım.
#Breaking News: Ariel Şaron died. It was announced that former Israil prime minister Ariel Şaron died.

Figure 5: Messages which got the most comments (January, 2014) (The Original Texts and
their English versions)
The most getting comment messages on January of television channels were the news which
were presented with the breaking news topic.
The highest numbers of comment on Facebook
was done to the news which NTV Spor shared.
This news took 1.252 comments, it was the
news about Ronaldinho contacted again with
his team. Consisting of the most commented
messages from the news content shows that
traditional media profits by the social media’s
fast and dinamic features. Television channels
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both give the news from their traditional media
and share their Facebook accounts. Especially
thematic contents broadcasting television channels such as NTV Spor, TRT Haber reach their
contents to society via Facebook. These contents
which television channels shared are presented
to people who do not watch television at that
time via social media. Television channels which
reach their news contents via social media also
advertise their contents.
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Table 11: Facebook Pages’ Performances of Television Channels (01-28 February, 2014)
Channel
Name

Fan
Number

Increasing
According
to Previous
Month

1

NTV Spor

2,521,355

91,059

1,146

902,399

197,01

2

STARTV

2,182,057

162,601

325

609,422

24,438

3

Kanal D

1,626,022

170,815

776

1,303,389

59,235

4

ATV

1,518,565

21,598

151

50,556

3,448

5

Show TV

1,085,191

140,845

253

133,026

6,48

6

CNBC-E

873,128

20,671

59

11,167

1,202

7

FOX Türkiye

821,973

100,731

366

146,638

6,9

8

NTV

705,04

65,619

623

97,567

23,493

9

TRT Haber

586,035

53,225

538

156,434

12,86

10

TRT1

495,004

152,805

470

170,016

10,073

11

Samanyolu
TV

189,689

35,373

879

96,373

6,181

12

Kanal 7

134,341

24,451

760

77,644

2,722

13

CNN TÜRK

121,611

-65

355

2,232

1,838

14

Tv8

45,272

1,755

399

3,552

592

15

Kanaltürk

44,846

1,658

340

4,585

378

No:

Television channel which had the most fan numbers on Facebook on February 2014 was NTV
Spor as in the previous month. The biggest fan
increase was in Kanal D as January. With this
increase, channel was the third television channel which had the most fan. NTV Spor was the
television channel which used Facebook most

Messages
Number

Like
Number

Comment Number

actively on February 2014 and NTV was the
channel which wrote most messages in 28 days
with 1146 messages. Daily average messages
number of NTV Spor channel on February was
40. İt showed that this television channels wrote
2 Facebook messages in every hour.
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-Previous history, after and the whole excitement of Galatasaray – Chelsea match is on NTV Sport until 2 am
tonight.
-To listen ageless song from Mira: http://youtu.be/VUtBpbJQ8V8
-Life always showed humility to them! Unhappies are on Kanal D soon!

Figure 6: News which got the most interaction (February, 2014) (The Original Texts and
their English versions)
When Facebook messages of television channels

messages got very much likes by Facebook users.

which got the most interaction on February were

In these two contents, television channels made

examined, it was seen that NTV Spor was the

their advertisements and used social media for

first. The message which was written on Chelsea

content marketing.

match that Galatasaray played in champion’s league made the most interaction. In this message,
NTV Spor announced that it will do a special

It was determined in the study that in February
2014 television channels which were examined

broadcasting for Galatasaray match. That message

wrote the most messages on Wednesdays. When

was related with the channel’s content. The other

feedbacks of these messages were examined, it

two messages which got the most interaction

was seen that Facebook users did more “like”

were Star TV’s and Kanal D’s contents. Star TV

than the previous month. While 81.9 % of the

wrote contents about ‘Medcezir’series, Kanal D

messages were “like” on February, 10.2 % was

wrote about ‘Boynu Bukukler’ series and these

getting “comment” and 7.9 % was “share”.
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-Previous history, after and the whole excitement of Galatasaray – Chelsea match is on NTV Spor until 2 am
tonight.
-To listen ageless song from Mira: http://youtu.be/VUtBpbJQ8V8
-Life always showed humility to them! Unhappies are on Channel D soon!

Figure 7: The Messages which got the most comments (February 2014) (The Original Texts
and their English versions)
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Table 11: Facebook Pages’ Performance of Turkish Television Channels
(01-31 March, 2014)

No:

Channel
Name

Fan
Number

Increasing
According
to Previous
Month

Messages
Number

Like
Number

Comment
Number

1

NTV Spor

2,568,172

46,817

1,255

831,531

162,574

2

STARTV

2,244,522

62,465

383

558,842

24,728

3

Kanal D

1,674,766

48,744

597

1,120,018

54,46

4

ATV

1,536,574

18,009

173

93,453

5,389

5

Show TV

1,141,899

56,708

381

176,204

10,063

6

CNBC-E

890,645

17,517

42

9,308

715

7

FOX TV

853,783

31,81

424

175,294

7,469

8

NTV

727,852

22,812

665

127,969

41,358

9

TRT1

635,147

140,143

480

223,737

7,186

10

TRT Haber

614,981

28,946

608

221,303

5,624

11

Samanyolu
TV

202,953

13,264

573

110,967

6,953

12

Kanal 7

178,521

44,18

732

174,553

5,623

13

CNN TÜRK

121,979

368

560

3,945

3,702

14

Tv8

47,899

2,627

540

5,567

697

15

Kanaltürk

46,844

1,998

364

5,723

726

On the March, 2014 the channel which got
the most fan in comparision with the previous
month was Star TV. While the most messages
was written by NTV Spor, the most liked page
was the Facebook page of Kanal D. The most
interactive messages on March 2014 were written
by Kanal D. Kanal D shared photos which were
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about its popular series “Arka Sokaklar”. These
photographs made the channel the most interactive channel on that month. When the messages
were examined, Kanal D made advertisement by
sharing photos and promotion fragments about
“Arka Sokaklar” series.
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-Ten new photos added to Arka Sokaklar album.
-Eight new photos added to Arka Sokaklar album.
-Seven new photos added to Arka Sokaklar album.

Figure 8: The Messages which got the most interaction (March, 2014) (The Original Texts
and their English versions)
The Facebook messages which got the highest
comments on March were published by NTV
Sport. Those three messages were about football
and news of the content of NTV Spor used in
its news.
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-Uniform of Volkan is full of holes.
-Burak Yılmaz rioted.
-Breaking News : PFDK penalised Trabzonspor for 6 matches because of the events that happened Fenerbahçe
match.

Figure 9: Messages which got the highest comment (March, 2014) (The Original Texts and
their English versions)
Table 12: The rate of the Using Multimedia on Tv Channels’ Facebook Pages
(1 January - 31 March, 2014)
Month

Photo
(%)

Video
(%)

Link
(%)

Text
(%)

January, 2014

34,1

8,1

47,0

10,9

February, 2014

38,0

8,3

44,1

9,5

March, 2014

42,3

6,8

43,4

7,5
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Figure 10. Multimedia Contents Used on Turkish TV Channels’ Facebook Pages (%)
One of the indicators which show the best the
activeness of Facebook pages is the number of
person number who speak about that Facebook
page. This finding shows person number who
liked, shared and commented a message on
Facebook page. Also this finding shows the
activity of feedback that the page owner got on

social media. On the Facebook page analysis of
Turkish television channels we did, the number
of people who talked about pages showed on
14th table. The most talked Facebook page on
January was Kanal D’s Facebook page. NTV
Spor Facebook page was the most talked page
on February and March.

Table 13. Facebook Television Pages Which Were Most Talked
JANUARY 2014

Number of
People
Talk about

FEBRUARY 2014

Number of
People
Talk About

MARCH - 2014

Number of
People Talk
About

1.Kanal D

95.138

1.NTV Spor

182.617

1. NTV Spor

99.495

2.Star TV

87.437

2.Star TV

104.586

2.TRT 1

77.985

3.NTV Spor

62.453

3.Kanal D

79.408

3.TRT Haber

50.509

Television channels use Facebook pages for marketing their contents. Channels give less coperative
information on their Facebook pages. Television
channels which shared their coperate information
via Facebook mostly used their channel logo on
their Facebook pages. The rate of using corporate
visual on their Facebook accounts’ cover photos of
television channels was low. While the six of the
examined fifteen television channels were using

a cover photo which comprise a corporate visual,
the other nine television channels used visuals
which gave information about their contents.
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Table 14. Features of the Cover Photos
which Television Channels Use on Their
Facebook Pages
Corporate

Content

NTV

STAR

NTV Spor

KANAL D

Cnbc-e

CNN TÜRK

TRT Haber

Show TV

Kanal 7

Fox TV

TV 8

TRT 1

Thematic television channels mostly use corporate visuals on Facebook. All of the main stream
channels use programmes’ visual as cover photos.
When three television channels’ cover photos
which have the most fan on their Facebook
pages are examined, it is seen that NTV Spor
use a corporate visual, but Kanal D and Star Tv
use a visual which give a content information.

ATV
Samanyolu TV
Kanaltürk
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Figure 11: Cover Visuals of Television Channels which Have The Most Fan on Facebook
(07.06.2014)
When messages of television channels on Facebook were analysed, messages were gathered under these topics.
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Table 15. The Topics of Television Channels That Used On Their Facebook Page Entries
1.Broadcast Stream Information (Daily sechedule)
2.Information about broadcasted Programmes
3.Photo Gallery
4.Video, News and Fragment of programs
5.Prior Knowledge About Broadcasting Series
6.A Video of the series’ of an interesting scene
7.Contests
8.Breaking News
9.Live Broadcast (On Air Link)
10.Twitter Hashtag Usage
11.Cross Promotion

Broadcast Stream Information: Television
channels advertise their broadcasting generation and they give information about their daily
programmes on their Facebook pages.
Information about broadcasted Programmes:
Giving information about the programmes which
will be broadcast on the next days.
Photo Gallery: Photos from the most popular
and highest rating programmes. A photograph
album which comprises of the photos that are
taken during the shooting series. Kanal D was
the most interactive television channel with its
“Arka Sokaklar” Album on March.
Video, News and Fragment: While thematic
news channels were sharing their news by short
videos on their Facebook pages, mainstream
television channels mostly share promotion
fragment their programmes.
Prior Knowledge About Broadcasting Series:
A brief, spot information about the broadcasting
series. In this part, television channels give a prior
knowledge about an event which will happen
170

on programme. For example, Kanal D shared
an informative text on 4th of March, 2014 on
Tuesday which was about “Gunesi Beklerken”
series that will broadcast on 9th of March, 2014
on Sunday night. Messages in this category are
fictionalized brief spots as this one: “Zeynep has
a fit of jealousy! Gunesi Beklerken will broadcast
on Sunday at 8 pm. With its new episode.”
A Video of the series’ Interesting Scene: In
this category main stream television channels
share brief videos of their series that have an
interesting scene. For instance, Star Tv shared a
video which was about its series “Medcezir”‘s
headliner’s singing video and it was approved
at high level.
Contests: Television channels provide to listeners
to go towards to internet sites and be in contact
with the channel doing competitions via Facebook.
For instance; TRT Haber wanted from Facebook
users to vote their goals which they liked in the
contest of ‘Haftanın Golü’. The most important
subject which salient is the link which given
from the Facebook page to internet site of the
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channel. Thanks to this contest, television channel
provides a traffic to internet site.

take place be presented to Facebook users to
download the magazine.

Breaking News: In this message sharing type
which especially thematic news channels use,
channels give breaking news to their followers
on Facebook. A newsbreak which is given from
television channels shared on Facebook at the
same time and it reaches the social media followers who do not watch television at that time.
Thanks to this, even a television channel is not
watched at that time, it is talked on social media
and it become a news source.

CONCLUSION
Importance and place of marketing is big in
sustaining the existence of companies in present
competition conditions. Marketing is a period
that is including to be distributed, rating and
promotion works. Marketing science had many
changings from past coming to present. In that
changes the science of marketing was affected
from every social change happened in the world.
Approaches to marketing science developed in
the timeline from agriculture sociaty to industry
society and through the information society.

Live Broadcast (On Air): While television channels
advertise their programmes on Facebook, they
also share a live performance link which provides
to be watched the channel via internet. Sharing
live broadcasting link via Facebook contribute
TV to be watched from internet stream.

Technological changes caused to show up a new
kind of marketing which was consumer-wise.
Proliferation of social media platforms made
consumer more dominant on the face of product.
Today consumer is the king and producer is a
prisoner in the new world. Social media is one
of the most important factors which change this
relation balance through the advantage of consumer.

Twitter Hashtag Usage: Television channels
use hashtags which are related to content that
they shared on their Facebook pages, thus they
do social media marketing inside of social media. Television channel which shares its twitter
hashtag on Facebook pages make a horizontal
advertisement on social media.

The starting of consumer to spend much more time
on social media caused traditional media loose
power. In social media the producer found new
ways to reach the consumer. Developments happened in social media caused a need of an effective
social media marketing strategy besides traditional
marketing. Today, trying to reach to consumer only
with traditional media marketing is a loss of time
and money. Traditional media marketing should be
supported with social media marketing and social
media marketing should be used actively.

Cross Promotion: Television channels also
make their sister channels’ advertisement on
their Facebook pages. Television channels give
place to advertisement of sister channels and
other channels which belong to the same channel. For instance; a digital magazine ‘Mars Tab’
which Samanyolu broadcast group published
can be viewed. Promotion of the magazine be
in progress on the Facebook page of Samanyolu
Tv and links which ipad and android application

The traditional media industry (radio- TV- printed
media) is one of the industries which understo171
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od the importance of social media marketing.
Traditional media companies have to care with
social media marketing in order to compite with
each other and to stand powerful against social
media’s grow. Social media marketing provides
two important advantages to traditional media:
1. Television, radio and other media companies
which compete with each other in traditonal
media profit by social media marketing in this
competition.
2. Social media helps traditional media to survive
in new media and to exist as a medium. The
grow of new media and social media platforms
threat the traditional media platforms. So social
media existence is a “must” for traditional media
companies.
Television which is one of the most important
channelS of traditional media built a bridge
between traditional media and social media
with the use of social media marketing. Even
television channels call on many people with
their broadcasts, they profit by social media
networks while they compete with their rivals.
In the study which Facebook activities of fifteen
most watched television channels in Turkey were
examined, it was seen that television channels
use social media agresively as a marketing tool.
Television channels use Facebook actively for
making the promotion their contents. NTV Spor
has the most fan on Facebook, Kanal D and Star
TV comes right after them. The channel which
shared the most messages on Facebook is NTV
Spor. NTV Spor shared 40 messages average per
day. It was seen in the research that television
channels give informations about their contents
promotions on their Facebook pages. While TV
172

channels give an information about a program
which will be broadcasted or is broadcasting at that
time they also use multimedia hypertext which is
the biggest advantage of social media. Television
channels mostly use links and photographes on
Facebook. Television channels which also use
video besides writing message profit by the multimedia advantages of social media in marketing.
Channels which gave a link on their Facebook
messages, provide to social media users visiting
their internet sites. One advantage of social media
marketing is feedback. “Like”, “comment” and
“share” of consumers on Facebook page supply
a simultaneous feedback for television channels.
In the research, it was also seen that the rating on
social media and traditional media is divisible.
The most watched television channel in traditional
broadcast is Star Tv, but NTV Spor had the most
fan on its Facebook page. While CNBC-E could
not enter in the first top ten channels in traditional
ratings, it succeeded to be the sixth channel which
had the most fan on its Facebook page. This situation shows that the social media is a different
world from traditional media. The king on traditional media can not be the king on social media.
Channels which work through channels in social
media and use actively social media in marketing
communication got a competitive advantage.
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